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Introduction

We begin by considering certain simple operations on the lineal elements

of the plane. A turn Ta converts each element into one having the same point

and a direction making a fixed angle a with the original direction. By a slide

Sk the line of the element remains the same and the point moves along the

line a fixed distance k. These transformations together generate a continuous

group of three parameters G3.f We call any transformation of this group a

whirl. The only contact transformations in this group are the dilatations.

We note that the group of whirls and the group of rigid motions are

isomorphic, and that the two groups are commutative, together generating

an interesting six-parameter group which will be studied elsewhere. This is a

sub-group of the fifteen-parameter element group converting turbines into

turbines, which I introduced in 1911, itself an extension of Lie's ten-parame-

ter contact group of higher circular geometry.

We define <=o1 elements to be a series of elements. By applying a turn Ta

to the elements of a union, we obtain a series of elements which we call an

isogonal series. When a slide Sk is applied to the elements of a union, the re-

sulting series is called an equi-tangential series. (Finally the result of applying

a whirl to the elements of a union is defined to be a whirl series. See a forth-

coming Columbia dissertation by J. De Cicco, whom I wish to thank for

verifying the calculations of the present paper.)

An element transformation is a correspondence between the elements of

the plane. Any element transformation which transforms every union into a

union is a contact transformation. We shall show that any element transfor-

mation which carries every isogonal series into an isogonal series must be the

product of a conformal point transformation by a turn. Dually, any element

transformation which transforms every equi-tangential series into an equi-

* Presented to the Society, September 9, 1930; received by the editors December 16, 1936.

t See Kasner, The group of turns and slides and the geometry of turbines, American Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 33 (1911), pp. 193-202. This theory has recently been extended to spherical ge-

ometry (in an elegant synthetic treatment) by K. Strubecker, Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathe-

matiker Vereinigung, vol. 44 (1934), pp. 184-198, who uses the term turbine-rotation for whirl. The

fact that G3 can be generalized to any surface of constant curvature (but probably not to variable

curvature) was noted in my paper, p. 193.
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tangential series must be the product of an equi-long line transformation by

a magnification by a slide.

For the analytic representation of an element, it will be found convenient

to use two systems of coordinates called the cartesian and the hessian co-

ordinate systems respectively. The cartesian coordinates of an element E are

of course (x, y, p), where p is the slope of the line and (x, y) are the cartesian

coordinates of the point. The hessian coordinates of the element E are

(u, v, w), where v is the perpendicular distance from the origin to the line

of the element E, u is the angle between the perpendicular and the initial

line, and w is the distance from the foot of the perpendicular to the point

of the element E.

A full discussion of the hessian system is given in Scheffer's fundamental

paper (Mathematische Annalen, vol. 60 (1905)). The line (u, v) and the dis-

tance w are oriented.

If a general element transformation

X = 4>{x, y,p),       Y = #(«, y,p),      P = *(*, J, p)

is not a contact transformation it is known that it will convert exactly °°2

unions into unions* If it converts more than oo2, it must be a contact trans-

formation, and thus convert all union into unions. Extensions of this theo-

rem, involving oo3 and oo4 series of elements are found in the present paper.

(See the five main theorems in italics.) In particular, it is shown that a gen-

eral element transformation converts oo4 isogonal series into isogonal series;

if more than =o4 arise, then all are preserved, and the resulting group of

transformations is compounded of conformal (point) transformations and

turns. The dual result for equi-tangential series is also valid, but demands

an independent proof. There is no automatic principal of duality connecting

the two theories, but only a rough analogy.

The equations of the turn Ta in cartesian coordinates are

X = x,       Y = y,      0 = 6 + a,

where 0 denotes the inclination of the element; and hence the equations of

any isogonal series are

y = y(x) >      arctan p = arctan y'(x) + arctan a,

where a is the constant angle.

The equations of the slide Sk in hessian coordinates are

U = u,       V = v,      W = w + k,

* See Kasner, The general transformation theory of differential elements, American Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 32 (1910), p. 393.
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and hence the equations of any equi-tangential series are

ii = v(u),       w = v'(u) 4- k,

where k is the constant distance.

A turbine is a special case of both isogonal series and equi-tangential series

where the base curve is a circle. All whirls convert turbines into turbines.

The total group of turbines involves fifteen parameters. Lie's ten-parameter

group converts circles into turbines.

Part I. Isogonal series and the conformal group

We now prove our theorems about element transformations.

Theorem 1. Under any element transformation there exists a three-parame-

ter family of unions which are carried into isogonal series. Any element trans-

formation which carries every union into an isogonal series must be the product

of a contact transformation by a turn.

By the element transformation

X = <b(x, y,p),      Y = 4>(x, y,p),      P -       y, p),

the elements of a union*

y = y(x),     p = y'(x),

become the elements

X = <f>(x, y, y'),      Y = }{x, y, y'),      P = xO, y, y') ■

If this series is an isogonal series, then we must have

(1) arctan x = arctan-1- constant.
d<t>

Differentiating (1) with respect to x, we obtain

(2)
d

dx

dxP

dx

dq>

dx

1 + x2

Now let/ denote the fraction, involving x, y, y', y",

d%

dx
1 +

dx

d<b

dx

* This representation omits point-unions, but we can verify the validity of our main theorems

by a separate discussion without difficulty.
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(3) / =
dx      iftx+ y'xf/y + y"fy

d<f> 4>x + y'<t>v + y"<t>y>

dx

Then from (2) and (3), we obtain

(4) df = Xx+y'Xy+y"Xy,

dx 1 + x2

The equation (4) is a differential equation in y and the highest order of y

in this equation is the third order. For the coefficient of y'" in the expanded

equation is given by

(<t>x + y'<t>y)^y' - (^x + yty„)<jV,

which, in general, is not zero. Thus, it follows that this differential equation

has three parameters in its complete solution and therefore there exists a

three-parameter family of unions which by the given element transformation

are carried into isogonal series.

We now determine all the element transformations which carry every

union into an isogonal series. Then the condition (4) where / is given by (3)

must hold for every union. Thus (4) must be an identity in x, y, y', y", y'".

The coefficient of y'" must then be zero, so that

(5) (</>* + - (#« + = 0.

Again (5) must be an identity in x, y, y'. Hence

\px + ppy tp

(6) -= —
4>x + P<t>y <t>p

From (6) we obtain

,   fx + y'tv + y"4>v   ^x + y'^y 4>v
(7) / =-=-=-= \(x, y, y ).

<t>x + y'<t>y + y"4>V'    4>x+ y'4>v <t>v

To determine X, substitute it into equation (4) so that

X, + y'\y + /V    Xx + y'xy + y"xv

1 + X2 1 + x2

This is an identity. Hence

Xy            Xv' Xx + y'\y _ Xx+ y'Xy

1 + X2 ~ 1 + x2 ' 1 +X2    ~    1 + X2
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From these two equations, it follows immediately, that

(8) arc tan X = arc tan x + (a constant).

From (6), (7), and (8) we obtain

(9) -= — = tan (arc tan x + «) •
<Px + P4>y <Pp

From (9), we obtain our result. So Theorem 1 is proved.

We next study the transformation of isogonal series into isogonal series.

Theorem 2. U nder any element transformation there exists a four-parameter

family of isogonal series which are carried into isogonal series. If more than eo4

such series exist then all =0°° isogonal series exist. Any element transformation

which carries every isogonal series into an isogonal series must be the product of a

conformal point transformation by a turn. These transformations form a group.

The proof is rather complicated and will occupy the next three pages.

Systems of partial differential equations appear, which fortunately can be

integrated in finite form.

Under any element transformation, the elements of an isogonal series

J — y(x) >      arc tan p = arc tan y'(x) + arc tan k,

become the series

X = 4>{x,y,p),      Y = *(x,y,p), P=x(x,y,p).

Now if this series is an isogonal series, we must have

(10)
d

dx

d-p

dx

d<t>

dx

dx

dx

i + x'
i +

#

dx

d<j>

dx

Let/ again denote the fraction

dx      \j/x + y'\pv + p'^p

(11) / =
d<j>

dx

4>x + y'<py + p'4>$

Since arc tan y' = arc tan p — arc tan k, we have from (11)

(1 + kp)+, + (p- W% + (1 + kp)p'*p
(12) / =

(1   +   kp)<f>X +   (P   —   k)<t>y +   (1   + kp)p'</)t
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ix

df       dx .
— =- [1 + P\-
dx     1 + x2

Equation (13) is a differential equation in y, and the highest order of y

in this equation is the third order. For the coefficient of y'" is the coefficient

of p"

(1 + kp)[{{\ + kp)4>x+(p - ft)*,}*, - {(1 + kp)+. + (p - k)^y\4>P],

multiplied by the coefficient of y'" in p". Since the coefficient of y'" in p" in

general is not zero, it follows that the coefficient of y'" in (13) in general is

not zero. Therefore the complete solution of (13) will contain three constants

of integration and the constant k of the original isogonal series. Thus, we see

that there exists a four-parameter family of isogonal series which transform

into isogonal series. This proves the first part of our theorem.

We now determine all the element transformations which carry every

isogonal series into an isogonal series. Since a union is a special type of

isogonal series, it follows that any element transformation which changes

every isogonal series into an isogonal series must be the product of a contact

transformation by a turn. Then from the group properties of the set of turn

transformations, it follows that the contact transformation must carry every

isogonal series into an isogonal series. Hence, we must find all the contact

transformations which transform every isogonal series into an isogonal series.

We shall show that the contact transformation must be a point transfor-

mation. If this were not the case, then we should have

4* x ~\~ PPy -pp
X = 4>{x, y,p),      Y = ${x,y,p),      P = x(», y, P) = ~   ,       = —>

4>x + P<t>y <Pp

where </>p^0, and *p^0. Now equation (13) must be an identity in x, y, p, p',

p" and k. Hence the coefficient of p" must be zero so that

(1 + kp)[{(l + kp)4>x+{p -  »)+,}*, -   {(1 + kp)Px+(P -  k)4<y}<t>p}  = 0.

Since \+kp9^0, we obtain

(14) + fa)},  - + PPy)<t>p\   +   k[(p<bX -  <j>y)^p  ~   (PPx ~ = 0.

Since (14) is an identity in k, we have

(4>x + p4>y)$p - (4,x + p^p = 0,    (p<j>x - <by)PP - (pPx - Py)4>p = 0,

and therefore we obtain

From (10) we obtain

(13)
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(15) tlJ-^JjL.
<Px      4>y <t>p

But (15) makes the jacobian of the transformation vanish. This means that

the only contact transformations of the desired type are point transforma-

tions.

We now find all the point transformations

^x + PPy
X = <j>(x,y),      Y = *(x,y),      P =

<t>x + P4>y

which carry every isogonal series into an isogonal series. Then the equation

(13) must be an identity where

+ P4>y t        (1 + kp)f, + (P- *)*,
(16) X = -'      / =-

4>x + p<t>y (1 + kp)4>x + (P ~ k)<t>y

In (13) we then can set the coefficient of p' equal to zero so that

[(1 + kp)<t>x+ (p-k)<t,v]{kjx+py) - [(1 + kp)*x+ (p- mv]{Hx+<t>y)

( [(l + kp)<j>x+(p-k)<t>y]2

xp r f(i+kp)Px+(p-k)py]i n

1+X2L \(l + kp)^x+(p-k)^y) J

From (16) and (17) we obtain

[(lT^)01+(^-^)^][^+f»]-[(l + W,+ (^-^)^](^+^

[(l + kp)^x+(p-k)^+[(\ + kp)rPx+(p-k)^Y

_ (4>x + P4>y)^y—(^x + pPy)(t>y

(<t>* + P<j>y)2+(t*+Pfy)2 '

which, upon simplification, becomes

[(<t>x+P<t>y) + k(P<bx-<Py) ](.fy, + *y) ~ [(tx + PPy) + k(PPx~Py) ](k<j>x + <t>y)

,,oN [(^ + ^B) + ^(^x-^)]2+[('/'x + #„) + K#x-^)]2
(18)

4>xVy— Px4>v

(<t>*+P4>y)2+(tx+pPy)2

Since (18) is an identity in k, we can set the coefficient of k2 equal to zero so

that

*x(^x — <t>y) — <£x(#x — Py) <t>xpy — Px4>V

(P<t>* ~ <Py)2 + (Pix ~ Py)2 (<*>* + P<t>y)2 + tPx + P*y)2 '
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and thus we obtain

— pxpy + pxpy _ PxPy — PxPv

{P<t>x - (fry)* + (PPx - PyY ~   (Px + P4>vY + (tx + PPvY

Since the jacobian (px^y — ̂ x^py^O, we have

(20) (<bx + P<bvy + (Px + PPVY =  ipPx -*,)*+ (PPx -Py)2.

Now (20) is an identity in p so that we have

0x2  + ^x2  = + Pi , Px4>y + PxPy = 0.

These equations are then equivalent to the Cauchy-Riemann equations (to-

gether with the conjugate equations)

<t>y =   + Px, 4>x =   + Py

Hence the point transformation is conformal.

The sufficiency of our result is obvious so that Theorem 2 is completely

proved.

Part II. Eqtji-tangential series and the equi-long group

Theorem 3. Under any element transformation there exists a three-parame-

ter family of unions which are carried into equi-tangential series. Any element

transformation which carries every union into an equi-tangential series must be

the product of a contact transformation by a slide.

By any element transformation

U = <t>(u, v, w),      V = p(u, v, w),      W = x(«, v, w),

the elements of a union*

v = v(u),       w = v'(u),

become the elements

U = <j>(u, v, v'),      V = p(u, v, v'),      W = x(u, v, v').

If this series is an equi-tangential series, then

dp
X =-h constant,

dp

and hence we obtain

* We are assuming that the union is not a straight line union. The final results are, however, true

in all cases.
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(21) — (-x) = 0.
du \ <pu + v <pv + v"<pv> /

Now (21) is a differential equation in v and the highest order of v is the

third order. For the coefficient of v'" is

(<t>u + v'pv)pv> — (pu + v'pv)pv>,

which in general is not zero. Hence the complete solution of the differential

equation (21) contains three constants of integration, and therefore it is seen

that there exists a three-parameter family of unions which are transformed

into equi-tangential series. // more than <»3 unions of this kind exist, then all

oo00 unions must be of this kind.

We now determine all the element transformations which carry every

union into an equi-tangential series. Then (21) must be an identity in u, v,

v', v", v'". Thus the coefficient of v'" in (21) must be zero. That is,

(<j>u + V'<pv)pv> ~ (pu + V'tv)4>v, = 0.

This is an identity. Hence

tu + VOpv Pw

(22) -= —
<pu + W0„ <j>m

Then we obtain

,   , Pu + v'\[/v + v"pv'     pu + v'pv pv'
(23)-— =-;— =-= X(w, v, v').

<t>u + 1>'4>v + v   4>V <t>u + f <Pv <Pv'

To determine X, substitute it into (21) and we obtain

d
— (X - x) = o.
du

This immediately yields the result

(24) X(m, v, w) = x(«, v, w) + a,       (a constant).

From (22), (23), and (24) we obtain

Pu + Wpv Pw
(25) -;- = — = X + a-

Interpreting equations (25), we obtain Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Under any element transformation there exists a four-parameter

family of equi-tangential series which are carried into equi-tangential series. Any

element transformation which carries every equi-tangential series into an equi-
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tangential series must be the product of an equi-long transformation (every two

collinear elements are transformed into collinear elements in such a way that the

distance between them is preserved), by a magnification by a slide. These trans-

formations form a group.

We observe that this group is generated by three partial groups (the

infinite equi-long group depending on arbitrary functions of u+jv, where

j2 = 0, slides, and magnifications); and is thus larger than the dual group

of Theorem 2 which is generated by two partial groups (conformal and turns).

We proceed now to the rather long proof of Theorem 4. By any element

transformation, the equi-tangential series

v = v(u),       w = v'(u) + k,

becomes the series

U = <p(u, v, w),      V = p(u, v, w),      W = x(u> v> w) •

Now if this series is an equi-tangential series, then we must have

d /Pu + v'Pv + w'p.

du \<pu 4- v'pv 4- w'p.

and hence

d (pu 4- (w — k)pv 4- w'pu
(26) — (-

du \pu 4- (w — k)<pv 4- w'pu

The equation (26) is a differential equation in v and the highest order of v

in (26) is the third order. For the coefficient of v'" is

[pu + (w — k)pv]pw — [pu 4- (w — k)pv]<pw,

which in general is not zero. Therefore the complete solution of (26) contains

three constants of integration and the constant k of the original equi-tan-

gential series. Thus, it is seen that there exists a four-parameter family of

equi-tangential series which are transformed into equi-tangential series.

We now determine all the element transformations which carry every

equi-tangential series into an equi-tangential series. Since a union is a special

type of equi-tangential series, it follows that any element transformation

which carries every equi-tangential series into an equi-tangential series must,

by Theorem 3, be the product of a contact transformation by a slide. From

this it follows that we must find all contact transformations by which every

equi-tangential series corresponds to an equi-tangential series.

We shall show that the contact transformation is a line transformation.

If this were not the case, then
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Pu + Wpv Pw
U = p(u, v, w),      V = p(u, v, w),      W = x(u, v, v>) —

pu 4- wpv pn

where p„^0 and p^^O. The equation (26) now must be an identity in u, v,

w, k, w', w". Hence the coefficient of w" must be zero

(27) [pu + (w - k)pv]pw - [Pu + (w - k)pv]pw = 0.

Since (27) is an identity, we have

(Pu + w>Pv)Pw — (Pu + Wpv)Pw = 0,       pvpw — pvpw = 0,

and hence

pu       Pv Pw
(28) _ = _ = _.

Pu       Pv Pw

But (28) makes the jacobian of the transformation vanish. This means that

the only possible contact transformations of the desired kind are line trans-

formations.

Let us now suppose that our contact transformation has the properties

just stated. Its equations are

Pu + Wpv
U = p(u, v),      V = p(u, v),      W =-

pu 4- wpv

Then (26) becomes

d rpu + (w — k)pv

du [_pu + (w — k)p

where

Pu 4- wp

-x] = o,

(30) x =

Xw •

pu + Wpv

Since (29) is an identity, the coefficient of w' is zero

[pu 4- (w — k)pv]pv — [pu + (w — k)pv]pv

[pu + (w - k)pv]2

Simplifying this last equation and taking account of (30), we have

Pupv — PuPv PuPv — PuPv

[pu + (w — k)pv]2   (pu + wpvy

Since pu^v — ̂ uPv^O, we then obtain
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(31) [<pu + (w- £)<£„]* = [<bu + w<t>v]2.

Now (31) is an identity. Hence

Pv = 0,

so that we have

(32) P = F(u).

Substituting (32) into (29) we obtain

d Vpu + (w — k)pv    pu + wp~

(33)
u 4- Wpv~\- = 0.
F'(u) Jdu L F'(u)

Now (33) is an identity. Hence the coefficient of k must be zero:

d pv
—-= 0,
du F'(u)

and therefore

(34) F'(u) [pvu + v'pvv] - pvF"(u) = 0.

The equation (34) is an identity. Hence

(35) F'(u)pvu - PvF"(u) = 0,      F'(u)pvv = 0.

From equations (32) and (35) we obtain

(36)

U=F(u),

V = mvF'{u) + G{u),

F"(u) G'(u)
W = mw 4- mv- H-

F'{u) F'{u)

where F(u) and G(u) are functions of u only and where m is a constant. This

transformation is the product of an equi-long line transformation by a mag-

nification.

The sufficiency of the result is obvious so that our Theorem 4 is com-

pletely proved.

From Theorems 2 and 4 we easily obtain the following result:

Theorem 5. Any element transformation which carries every isogonal se-

ries into an isogonal series and every equi-tangential series into an equi-tangential

series must be the product of a rigid motion by a magnification. We thus obtain

the similitude group.
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In conclusion we remark that the family of <x>2 unions converted into

unions by an arbitrary element transformation is of entirely general char-

acter; but that the three-parameter and four-parameter manifolds considered

in Theorems 1-4 are of special character. The geometric properties of these

manifolds will be considered elsewhere. See abstracts in the Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 36 (1930), pp. 353 and 487.

Columbia University,

New York, N. Y.


